
Smooth, Frictionless Customer 
Authentication 

Enhance customer loyalty

Detect sophisticated fraud 
before transaction take place

Lower gas pump abandonment 
by removing the need for step-up 
authentication

Reduce the need for costly 
manual reviews with improved 
accuracy

Paygilant for Food Delivery Merchants

Paygilant’s solution delivers accurate 
information on users engaging with mobile 
apps to help detect and stop digital fraud, 
lower outbound customer calls required to 
verify identity.  Paygilant alleviates the 
uncertainty generated by traditional, one-
time authentications tools.

Paygilant’s solution provides food delivery  
merchants piece -of-mind by ensuring the 
authenticity of a transaction. In addition, 
Paygilant is easy and simple to integrate.  
Based on the combination of multiple fraud 
indicators, Paygilant’s six-intelligence sets 
work in harmony to identify fraudulent 
behavior in milli-seconds.

The food and beverage industry is undergoing a major transformation with the penetration of mobile delivery apps.  
Apps like Walt, Uber Eats, and Grubhub, have made ordering your favorite meal simple and convenient. 

However, the increase use of food delivery apps has also triggered an increase in fraud.  Restaurants, ordering apps, 
banks and consumers ultimately pay the price. Fraud in the mobile food delivery sector ranges from simple promo 
abuse to sophisticated account takeovers. Bogus food delivery apps have been used to lure innocent consumers to 
handing over their credentials.  

The challenge for food industry merchants is that their app need to make instant payment decisions about the 
legitimacy of a transaction or they risk annoying their customers. This could not only lead to falsely declining good 
orders, but also subject legitimate customers to cumbersome verification processes, causing them to abandon their 
purchase in frustration. 

Merchants need to deal with the complexity of charge-backs and transaction disputes. More often-then-not, a $5 
hamburger order with a stolen card becomes an exponentially larger headache. 



Paygilant office: 10 Ben Gurion St, Ramat Gan, Israel
E-mail: info@paygilant.com  |  Phone: +972-3-5221879 paygilant.com

What Makes Paygilant Unique
Paygilant functions as a hub for mobile payment 

providers, seeking for a fraud prevention & user 

authentication in a single SDK integration.

Its secret sauce includes six intelligence sets – device 

DNA, User Space, Activity Map, Bio Markers, App 

Insights, Transaction View – which distinguish between 

legitimate customers and fraudsters.

Without impacting and imposing on the user, Paygilant 

runs in the background to trigger a high risk alert when 

fraud is identified and a low one when the customer is 

successfully identified. Utilizing its machine learning 

algorithms,

Paygilant provides ongoing and continuous data analysis 

to ensure that transactions are approved only for 

legitimate users.
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How Does The Paygilant Solution Work With Food Delivery Merchants? 

1. Paygilant transparently collects validates customers identity via its multiple fraud indicators and    

sends them to its servers.

2. Analyzing the data and using ML algorithms, Paygilant determines a trust score:

o A low score means a trusted user is authenticated

o A high score, flags a fraudulent behavior

3. The process is completely seamless and transparent to the user.

4. This process is continuous, throughout the entire user’s journey from app. launch to checkout. 
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